Morphisms in ~H.om A (M ®N
It follows that if P is a f.g. protective ^-module, so is P*, though P and P* are not in general isomorphic. However, the natural map is an isomorphism. It is used to identify P** with P, whenever P is f.g. projective. In particular, given a morphism / G H.om A (Q,P*) with P f.g. projective, we can write
Forms
A hermitian product (over A) is an A -module morphism d:P->P* defined on a f.g. projective A -module P, such that 6* = ed 6 Hom^(P,P*) where e (= +1 or -1) is the sign of the product. It can be expressed in the usual way, as a sesquilinear function A ± product is a hermitian product of the sign indicated. A ± form is a quadratic form, together with a choice of sign for the associated hermitian product.
A ± product 8 e Hom^(P,P*) is even if 0 = (p ± ?>*: P -> P* for some ± form(P,9?).
(It is easily verified that a ± product 6 e Hom^(P, P*) is even if and only if for each x e P #(#)(a;) = a ± a e A for some a e A.)
Let (P,0), (#,?>), (-8,0) be ± forms over A.
A morphism of ± forms
f:{P,0)-+(Q,V) is defined by / G Hom^(P,^) such that
is an even + product. We shall write such morphisms as
where (P, x) is some + form such that but the choice of x is not officially a part of the morphism structure.
A morphism of ± forms preserves the associated ± products, in that f*(?±?*)f={0±0*):P-+P*, which can also be expressed as <f(x),f(y)\ = <x, yy e eA (x, y e P).
The composite of ± form morphisms
We thus have a category of ± forms over A (or rather two categories, one for each choice of sign). In general, we shall be interested in + forms up to equivalence only, noting that (i) a morphism of + forms is an equivalence precisely w h e n / e Hom A (P,Q) is an isomorphism; (ii) for any ± form (P, 6), is an equivalence of + forms for every + form (P,x)-The category has a direct sum operation with (0,0) as zero.
A ± form (P, 6) is non-singular if the associated ± product is an u4-module isomorphism. Non-singularity is a + form equivalence invariant. Given a non-singular + form (Q, <p) and a direct summand L of Q,
A sublagrangian of a non-singular ± form (Q, <p) is a self-orthogonal direct summand L of Q such that the hessian + product on L is even. A + form (L, A) such that A sublagrangian L of a non-singular ± form (Q, 9?) such that is a lagrangian of (Q, 9?). These, too, are + form equivalence invariant. Lagrangians are maximal sublagrangians, in the sense that if a sublagrangian M contains a lagrangian L, then L = M, as Given a f.g. projective .4-module P, define the hamiltonian ± form on P,
The associated + product of H±{P) is the isomorphism A ± form is trivial if it is equivalent to a hamiltonian ± form. THEOREM 
A ± form is trivial if and only if it admits a lagrangian.
Proof. For any f.g. projective P, P is a lagrangian of H ± (P). Conversely, let (Q, <p) be a non-singular ± form with lagrangian L. Choosing a direct complement L x to L in Q, express <p as for some hessian + form (L, A). The associated ± product is an isomorphism. Thus is onto, and as L is lagrangian
it is one-to-one as well, and so an isomorphism. 
is an equivalence of + forms, and so (Q, <p) is trivial.
Given the inclusion j : L -> Q of a lagrangian of a non-singular ± form {Q> <p), we have a morphism of ± forms which can be extended to an equivalence of ± forms by the proof of Theorem 1. 
for any f.g. projective L and non-singular ± form {P,6). Form equivalences preserve subhamiltonian complements so that, by Corollary 1.2, every sublagrangian has a subhamiltonian complement.
Given subhamiltonian complements L, M in a non-singular ± form (Q> 9), w e c a n identify M with L* via the isomorphism
if-^L*; x\->(y\-+<x,y\).
Then cp\ Q -» Q* can be expressed as <P oc
The subhamiltonian complements of lagrangians are also lagrangians, in which case they are called hamiltonian complements.
Given a lagrangian L in a non-singular + form (Q, <p) we shall in general identify with L* any one hamiltonian complement to L, but having chosen one such, reserve the notation L* for it alone. A choice of hamiltonian complement to L is given by a morphism of ± forms
There is one hamiltonian complement to L for every even + product on L*; this is proved in Proof. The direct complements to P* in P®P* are just the graphs I a; 6 P} ALGEBRAIC JD-THEORY, I: FOUNDATIONS 109 of morphisms h e Hom^(P,P*). Such a graph is self-orthogonal if and only if h is a hermitian + product, with h as hessian + product (up to isomorphism).
The next result, corresponding to Theorem 3 in [5] , is used by Wall to help justify the sort of definition of quadratic form adopted above. In particular, the diagonal A (Q(?) of a trivial ± form (Q, <p) is a hamiltonian complement in {Q®Q, <p® -<p) to F@F*, for any hamiltonian complements F, F* in (Q, <p).
Formations
An equivalence of ± formations is an equivalence of ± forms
{h,v):{Q,<p)->{Q',<p')
which takes F to F' and GtoG'. We thus have a category of ± formations (with every morphism an equivalence). A direct sum operation © is defined by A + formation (Q,cp\ F,G) is non-singular if G is a lagrangian. Non-singularity is ± formation equivalence invariant.
For any f.g. projective A -module P, define the hamiltonian ± formation on P, (H ± (P); P,P*) } clearly non-singular.
A + formation is trivial if it is equivalent to a hamiltonian + formation. 
. A ± formation {Q,<p; F,G) is trivial if and only if it is non-singular and F, G are hamiltonian complements in (Q, <p).
Proof. Given hamiltonian complements F, G in a trivial ± form (Q, <p),
Then is an equivalence of ± formations.
For any + form (P, 6) define the graph ± formation on (P,6), {H ± (P); P, r ( p0)), where r iP0) is as in Lemma 1.3.
A + formation is elementary if it is equivalent to a graph ± formation. LEMMA 
A ± formation (Q,<p; F,G) is elementary if and only if it is non-singular and F, G share a hamiltonian complement in (Q, <p).

Proof. Let H be a hamiltonian complement in (Q, tp) to lagrangians F, G. By Lemma 2.1, there exists an equivalence (h,v): (H ± (F); F,F*) -> (Q,<p; F,H).
By Lemma 1.3, (h,v) must send some T iF>g) to G, so that (h iV ): (H ± (F); F,T lF/n ) ^ (Q,<p; F,G)
is also an equivalence of ± formations. Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 are the special cases P = 0, L = 0 of THEOREM 
A ± formation {Q,cp\ F,G) is equivalent to the direct sum (HJP); P,V {P>d) )®(H ± (L); L,L*) of an elementary and a trivial ± formation if and only if it is non-singular and F has a hamiltonian complement F* in (Q, <p) such that the projection on F along F*,
sends G onto a direct summand P of F. The roles played by F and G may be reversed.
Proof. For any + form (P,6) and f.g. projective L, P*®L* is a hamiltonian complement to P®L in H ± (P@L) such that the projection on P ® L along P* ® L* sends F ( P 0) ® L onto P. 
is an equivalence of ± formations. As 77 sends if onto TT((T) = P, the projection on P along P*, (10): P e P *^P , a restriction of v, does the same. Thus M is a hamiltonian complement to P* in H ± (P), necessarily the graph r (P) 0) of a + form {P,6), by Lemma 1.3.
Symmetry with respect to F and G follows from that of Lemmas 2.1, 2.2.
A stable equivalence of ± formations is an equivalence of ± formations
defined for some f.g. projective P, P'. In general, we shall be interested in ± formations up to stable equivalence only. Note that a ± formation which is stably equivalent to a trivial + formation is itself trivial, by Lemma 2.1.
EMheory
Let / be an abelian monoid, and J a submonoid. Note that I/J is an abelian group if and only if, for every i e I, there exists i' e I such that i®i' e J. THEOREM 
For n (mod 4) let X n (A) be
., , 7 .
.j n (equivalence " f± forms the abelian monoid of { , 7T . 7 classes of { . (ii) n odd.
Here kev(d:X 2i+1 (A)^X 2i (A)) = {(Q,<p; F,G) G X 2i+1 (A) I {G±/G,$) = 0 G = {(Q >?> ; J»,0) 6 X 2i+1 (^) | (Q,^; F,G) non-singular} and by Lemma 2.2 = {(H ± (P); P, r w ) ) e Z 2i+1 (^) | (P, 0) e = {(Q,<p; F,G) e X 2f+1 (^) | (Q,<p', F,G) elementary} For every non-singular + formation (Q,<p; F,G), (Q, ? ; F,G)®(Q, -cp; F*,G*) = 0 e U 2i+1 (A) as the diagonal A ( Q ?)) is a hamiltonian complement in (Q®Q, <p® -<p)
to F®F* and G®G* for any hamiltonian complements F*,G* to P, G in (Q??')? by Lemma 1.4; this gives inverses for U 2i+1 (A). EXAMPLE 
For the ground ring Z[V] of Example 0.1 U n (Z[n]) = Li(n),
the surgery obstruction group in the category A of § 17D in [6] , of Poincare' complexes up to homotopy.
The construction of the groups U% (A) is similar to that of the groups K Q {A), R X (A) of algebraic iC-theory.
The projective class group ofA,R Q {A), is the abelian group of isomorphism classes [P] of f.g. projective A -modules P modulo the stably f.g. free ones, under the direct sum ©. Similarly, U 2i (A) is the abelian group of equivalence classes of non-singular + forms over A, modulo the stably trivial ones. 
is the abelian group of stable equivalence classes of non-singular + formations modulo the elementary ones. Although it is not possible to identify elements of U 2i+1 (A) as the 'torsions' of selfequivalences of a trivial + form, they have the formal properties of such. In particular, we have the following sum formula. LEMMA 
(Q,<p; F,G)®(Q,<p; G,H) = (Q,<p; F,H) e U 2i+1 (A)-
Proof. Consider first the special case when F and G have a common hamiltonian complement in (Q, q>), L say. Then
(Q,<p; F,H) = -{Q, -? ; L t H*) = (Q, ? ; G,H) e For general (Q, <p; F,G) e U 2i+1 (A), (Q,<p;F,G)®(Q,<p;G,H) = (Q,<p; F,G)@(Q®Q,<p® -<p; G@G*,H@G*) = {Q,<p; F,G)®(Q®Q,<p® -<p; F®F*,H@G*)
(by special case and Lemma 1. (by the sum formula of Lemma 3.3 for F-theory)
Defining inclusions Proof. It is easy to verify that the given morphisms are well defined, except perhaps S + (4) -> V^A). This sends [P@P*] (= 0 e Z+{A)) to (^p ( P e P * e -P e -p * ) ; ? © p * © -P e -p * ,
P®P*®(-P®-P*)*)
which vanishes in V 2i _ x (A) because {(0,0,x,y,z,w, ±y,x) e P © P * @ -P e -P * e ( P 0 P * © -P © -P * ) * | x e -P, y E -P * , z G P, w 6 P*} is a common hamiltonian complement.
Further, it is not difficult to see that the composition of successive morphisms is 0, except perhaps at (III) and (VI):
at (III) note that every (Q, <p; F, O) e U 2i+1 (A) has a representative ± formation with 0 free, so that at (VI) the composite U 2i (A) -+ V^^A) sends {Q,cp) e U 2i (A) to
(H T (Q@-Q); Q@-Q, Q®-Q*) = (H T (Q®-Q); Q®-Q, Q*®-Q) e V 2i _ x [A)
(by Lemma 3.3 for F-theory) and r ( Q ( p)©-Q* is a hamiltonian complement to Q®-Q and Q*® -Q in H T (Q®-Q), as (Q,<p) is non-singular. We now verify exactness at each point of the sequence. 
for some f.g. projective P.
Denote by M a f.g. projective A -module such that A based ± form (over A), (Q,<p) , is a ± form defined on a based A -module Q. An equivalence of based ± forms is simple if the isomorphism f.P^Q is simple.
W-theory deals with the simple equivalence properties of based ± forms, just as ^/-theory considers the equivalence of ± forms, and F-theory that of ± forms on stably f.g. free modules.
Define the hamiltonian based ± form on a based A -module P to be H ± (P) with base b ® b* if 6 is the given A -base of P. A based + form is trivial if it is simply equivalent to a based hamiltonian one.
Let L be a free lagrangian of a trivial ± form (Q,<p) (not based yet). A base 6 of L, together with dual 6* on a hamiltonian complement L* A based lagrangian of a based ± form (Q,<p) is a free lagrangian L together with a base b for L such that the given base of (Q, <p) differs from a hamiltonian base extending 6 by a simple equivalence.
By analogy with Theorem 1.1 we have THEOREM 
A based ± form is trivial if and only if it admits a based lagrangian.
Define the torsion of a non-singular based + form (Q, <p) over A, r(Q,<p) = T{( ? ±P*):Q -> Q*) 6 j g^) .
Torsion is a simple ± form equivalence invariant, and as based hamiltonian + forms have zero torsion, so do all trivial based ± forms.
A based sublagrangian of a based + form (Q, <p) is a free sublagrangian L of (Q, (p) such that L^/L is free, together with bases L, IA/L such that the subhamiltonian base these determine on (Q, <p) agrees with the given base up to simple equivalence.
By analogy with Corollary 1.2 we have
